
Since current events are essentially melding into the Mystery, Babylon, USA page this 
will be the last relevant news stories page.  In other words it’s not that the news isn’t 
relevant it’s just becoming impossible to separate it from Biblical prophecy; perhaps 
there’s a reason for that.  Nonetheless, here are the categories for this final installment: 
 

I. I’m the terrorist?  **** you. 
II. Screw you “imbecile majority”…and veterans 
III. The eco wackos get wackier 
IV. The Rockefeller elites already have us 
V. The other 3 Horsemen… 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



I. I’m the terrorist?  **** you. 
 
A recent Department of Homeland Security (DHS)/State of Missouri effort that actually 
made it on to the mainstream snews wants to paint Ron Paul, Bob Barr and Chuck 
Baldwin supporters as terrorists. This “conspiracy theorist” voted for Bob Barr since the 
only candidate that has a shot of returning this country to its Biblically founded greatness, 
Alan Keyes, wasn’t on the ballot in New Jersey.  Additionally, those that buy ammo, 
support the second Amendment, show up at Tea Parties to protest radical COMMUNIST 
Obama’s sell-out policies, and other ‘right wing extremists’ are now ‘terrorists’.  Now of 
course DHS was created by gang banker shill/Skull and Bones Bush II as a direct result 
of the 9/11 attacks.  Of course a full nine years later the Mexican border, ever the 
purveyor of thousands of OTM (Other than Mexicans), remains an open sieve. This is 
kind of strange considering we’re supposed to in a “war on terror” against things like the 
“Soldiers of Allah” (who happen to have approximately 50 ‘camps’ in the “The Late 
Great USA”) and not law abiding American citizens who want to hunt deer and own their 
own businesses without the compassionate arm of the IRS helping out.   The latest 
disgrace by the puppet string controlled deer in the headlights Georgie junior’s DHS is 
that veterans themselves returning from the ‘war on terror’ will be painted as targets by 
DHS before the “Soldiers of Allah” in Upstate New York and other places around the 
“Late Great USA”… 
 

Homeland Security on guard for 'right-wing extremists' 
Returning U.S. military veterans singled out as particular threats 
(worldnetdaily.com, 4/13/09) 
 
WASHINGTON – A newly unclassified Department of Homeland Security report 
warns against the possibility of violence by unnamed "right-wing extremists" 
concerned about illegal immigration, increasing federal power, restrictions on 
firearms, abortion and the loss of U.S. sovereignty and singles out returning war 
veterans as particular threats. 
 
The report, titled "Right-wing Extremism: Current Economic and Political 
Climate Fueling Resurgence in Radicalization and Recruitment," dated April 7, 
states that "threats from white supremacist and violent anti-government groups 
during 2009 have been largely rhetorical and have not indicated plans to carry out 
violent acts." 
 

The Trojan Horse is inside the gates of Troy as nail bomb making, military base 
bombing, police murderers are no longer ‘terrorists’ but ‘advisors’ to COMMUNIST 
Barak Obama.  Add one more to this long list of commies and actual terrorists as another 
eco wacko loon/terrorist scum bag is welcomed by Comrade Obama from the loon state 
of California… 
 

Will a 'red' help blacks go green? 
White House appoints 'radical communist' who sees environment as racial 
issue (worldnetdaily.com, 4/12/09) 



 
JERUSALEM – The man appointed as a special adviser to the White House 
recently was as an admitted radical communist and black nationalist leader. 
Jones was a founder and leader of the communist revolutionary organization 
Standing Together to Organize a Revolutionary Movement, or STORM. That 
organization had its roots in a grouping of black people organizing to protest the 
first Gulf War. STORM was formally founded in 1994, becoming one of the most 
influential and active radical groups in the San Francisco Bay area.  

STORM worked with known communist leaders. It led the charge in black 
protests against various issues, including a local attempt to pass Proposition 21, a 
ballot initiative that sought to increase the penalties for violent crimes and require 
more juvenile offenders to be tried as adults.  

The leftist blog Machete 48 identifies STORM's influences as "third-worldist 
Marxism (and an often vulgar Maoism)."  

Ho hum another commie sell out joins David Rockefeller stooge Comarade Barak’s 
team… 

Barack Obama’s ‘Red’ spiritual adviser Exclusive: David Noebel unveils 
communist loving background of Rev. Jim Wallis (worldnetdaily.com, 
3/26/09) 

While all of this, of course, is relevant to an ardent free market capitalist, what 
really frightens me is that Obama’s latest announced “spiritual advisor” has had 
connections with all these Marxist regimes.  And who is the president’s latest 
adviser? The Rev. Jim Wallis. 

Third, Wallis and his Sojourners community of fellow travelers believe Fidel 
Castro’s Cuba, Hugo Chavez’s Venezuela, Daniel Ortega’s Nicaragua and the 
other revolutionary forces “restructuring socialist societies” are the communist 
paradises the United States needs to emulate in order to establish “social justice”. 

Recently, the Obama so-called Justice Department instructed San Francisco police 
officials not to comment after top law enforcement officers there signed a letter accusing 
Weathermen radical Bill Ayers and his wife, Bernardine Dohrn, of being directly behind 
the 1970 bombing of San Francisco's police station that killed one sergeant and wounded 
nine others. Now how the hell, pun intended, are real terrorists to be investigated if 
questioning “The One’s” compatriots who throw real bombs and kill cops are now 
‘advisors’ and the slobs who follow the real Constitution are now domestic terrorist 
threats?   

Can you say “To the Mouth of Madness”? 

Justice Department: ‘Zip it’ on Ayers probe: Administration muzzles police 
officers who want to reopen murder case (worldnetdaily.com, 3/23/19) 



At a press conference March 12 directed by activist Cliff Kincaid of America's 
Survival Inc, the leaders of the San Francisco Police Officers' Association made 
public a letter pointing a finger at Ayers and Dohrn that demands those 
responsible for the bombing be brought to justice.  

"There are irrefutable and compelling reasons to believe that Bill Ayers and his 
wife Bernardine Dohrn are largely responsible for the bombing of Park Police 
Station," the officers stated in the letter.  

The letter called for the U.S. to bring "those responsible for the murder of Sgt. 
Brian McDonnell and the injuries to other officers to the justice they have so long 
eluded."  

I don’t know…if you murder a police officer but support Comrade Obama do you have a 
better defense than say a random soccer mom organizing a tax protesting tea party or 
someone that dares read Thomas Jefferson?  Does the mere fact that asking this 
legitimate question that now gets this “conspiracy theorist” on the DHS terrorist watch 
list make sense?  

Or does it not indicate just how close we are “To the Mouth of Madness”?   

In summary, if I’m the terrorist: **** you. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



II. Screw you “imbecile majority”…and veterans 
 
Here’s a photo from a recent article from the “conspiracy theorists” at infowars.com that 
is right out of the beginning of the movie “They Live”: 
 

 
 
Now of course California has been the dreamland of American liberals which is to say 
it’s essentially a communist country with a large dose of fully zombified dummies that 
occupy the eco wacko movement.  What a coincidence that Sacramento is looking more 
and more like East Berlin of ‘old’ Commumism instead of say a thriving (Godly) 
capitalist society… 
 

Sacramento Tent-City an Alternative to the Control Grid (infowars.com, 
4/9/09) 

  
As our government wages economic warfare against its own people, the existence 
of a middle class dwindles and disappears. Regardless of your political outlook, 
the situation has become obvious and the gap between rich and poor widens 
everyday. In this shifting socio-economic landscape, where will the middle class 
find themselves? 
 
All around our country, phenomenon’s called ‘Tent-Cities’ are popping up as a 
response to our current economic crisis. There are large groups of people, banding 
together in open spaces, and they all have one thing in common: a desperation to 
survive in the growing desert that is our economy. 

 
As documented in “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” the concept of the sham “Federal” 
“Reserve” system is so stupid that it logically cannot be considered an accident.  In other 



words once we in the “imbecile majority” clear out the (Rockefeller family founded) 
University of Chicago and Harvard excuse me HAAARverd Business School 
brainwashed stooges and other “experts” it becomes readily apparent that the “Fed” is 
nothing more than a pre-meditated subversive imprisonment system of the gang bankers 
for the impending gulag slave state that is “The Late Great USA”; regardless of which 
sell out ‘major’ political party occupies the White House or Congress for that matter 
(more on this later).   
 
Now recall from Section I. of who “The One” really counts as his friends.  I’ll do a quick  
review: radical Communist Saul Alinsky, radical bomb throwing Communist thug 
William Ayers, Communist Frank Marshall Davis, black liberation theologist/Communist 
Reverend Jermiah Wright AND capitalist gang bankers Timothy Geithner, Zbigniew 
Brzezinski, Hank Kissinger, Harvard excuse me HAAARverd president Larry Summers 
and billionaire liberal/moveon.org founder George Soros.  Now it’s obvious this guy is 
no fan of the common military person and this headline should seal the deal on where 
he’s really coming from (as if the aforementioned list of names didn’t do it already): 
 

The American Legion Strongly Opposed to President’s Plan to Charge 
Wounded Heroes for Treatment (yahoo.com, 3/16/19) 

 
Obama’s proposed savings from this disgrace was to be $540 million.  A lot of money to 
us out here in the “imbecile majority” but relative pennies to Communist Barak and the 
rest of the Progressives for the restives of us.  Uncle Sam spends 1 billion with a b around 
every two hours, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week; in large part to ‘help’ the major banks 
and paid for by…the “imbecile majority”.  Hmm…why does this whole sham sound just 
like a Sopranos episode?  Think about it: instead of Tony sending out his henchmen we 
have the IRS to enforce all this ‘compassion’ that is bestowed on us.  And like Tony 
paying himself and his criminal friends the sell out politicians enrich themselves, keep 
themselves in power and pay off their gang banker criminal friends with ‘interest’ 
payments. 
 
Perhaps we should have listened to the great Senator Joe McCarthy who had the whole 
sham exposed from the elitist Rockefeller gang bankers and friends to their stooge 
Progressive sell outs like Saul Alinksy, Frank Marshall Davis and just about all of the 
college professors getting churned out by the gang banker founded Columbia Teachers’ 
College.    
 
Now we have a gang banker 3 for 1 deal in Barak Obama: friend of the white elitist 
“Federal” “Reserve” Godless capitalist criminals AND the radical commies AND the eco 
wackos AND… 
 

 

 

 



III. The Eco Wackos get wackier 

As thoroughly documented in Section 2e of “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” the 
collective group of the eco wackos are much closer to the “New” Age loons. Their real 
focus is population control rather than real science of cleaning up the environment.  In 
reality they do more much more harm than good.  Take mercury light bulbs for a quick 
example.  You can’t even throw them out with the regular trash and are regarded as a 
toxic waste yet these assorted crackpots and associated jerk offs aided by our sell out 
Congress have mandated that they replace Edison’s incandescent light bulb to solve 
‘global warming’ (climate change?).  If one breaks you have a REAL health threat in 
your home and thousands of dollars in clean up costs.  So there you have it in a nutshell, 
no pun intended, the eco wackos are really after the destruction of capitalism and 
humanity itself and NOT helping the environment.  But just to be sure that the eco 
wackos are a bunch of non-scientific, religious crack pots, kooks and weirdoes who do 
real damage to the environment and at the same time tools of the gang bankers (not 
unlike the aforementioned “Progressives”) let’s run through a few headlines…. 

Druids, Rastafarians and atheists in new religious classes Schoolchildren will 
be taught about the “rise of atheism” in a new religious studies GCSE, it has 
been announced (telegraph.co.uk, 3/24/09) 

In one key area, lessons will focus on the influence of minority religious 
movements, such as Falun Gong, the banned Chinese spiritual group, the Order of 
Bards, Ovates and Druids, which believe in the spirituality of nature.  As part of a 
topic on Rastafarianism, students are asked to look at the influence of Bob Marley 
in the 1970s. 

The only good news is that “The Late Great USA” isn’t the only country infected with 
these lunatics.  Let’s see here…here’s a good one if you thought corn based ethanol was a 
wacko solution to a non-existent problem (that happens to tie in with doing more harm 
than good to the environment): 

Obama’s Plan to “Geo-Engineer” the Planet Mirrors CFR Policy Documents 
(infowars.com 4/9/09) 

The Obama Administration’s announcement that it is to consider radical planetary 
“geo-engineering”, such as “shooting pollution particles into the upper 
atmosphere to reflect the sun’s rays”, exactly mirrors recent publications penned 
by the elite Council on Foreign Relations. 

Of course this “conspiracy theorist” went right to the source just to be sure and lo and 
behold take a wild guess at which name pops up… 

The Geoengineering Option: A Last Resort Against Global Warming 
(Foreign Affairs, March/April 2009) 

In a nutshell, no pun intended, these geniuses want to really pollute the atmosphere with 
airborne particulate matter to solve the non-really problem of global warming (climate 
change?) 



Now of course if you’re in the “imbecile majority” you’ll get stuck with the tab for this 
lunacy … 

…taxing tea pales in comparison to taxing air as a perceived government affront, 
the clear benefits of a taxation policy to combat global warming might convince 
even the descendants of our tax-resistant Founding Fathers. 

…but not if you’re involved with say the tax-exempt Foundations like say the 
Rockefeller Foundation…. 

A Technology Strategy For Global Warming – Meeting Summary – April 2, 
1999.  (On cfr.org, 4/2/99) 

As the discussion turned from the traditional economic system to a long-term 
emission trading system… 

(As an example of how hard it is to separate this stuff an article appeared in the Rivers of 
Life link on the Mystery, Babylon USA page about the carbon credits scam.) 

And what organization sponsored this collection of stooges, morons, “Progressives” and 
other “experts” from places like the IMF, the Treasury, Yale University and even “a 
director of a new program on international institutions and global governance” but TA 
DA…the David Rockefeller Studies Program. 

This could just be this “conspiracy theorist” but why is that if it has to do with genocide, 
One World Government, the “Federal” “Reserve”, the eco wackos, pedophile sicko 
Alfred Kinsey, the UN-dead, the sell out media (see also 1984 link on the new age page), 
Obama’s ‘mentor’ of almost 30 years and current Obama ‘advisor’ Zbigniew Brzezinski 
(see “Between 2 Ages” link on the Reviews page) or anything having to do with the 
impending collapse of “The Late Great USA” the name Rockefeller always pops up?  

Just in case you were wondering about Obama’s (really David Rockefeller’s) impending 
eco-wacko/gang banker funded tent city slave state gulag or United States for short this 
one recently came out about the same time ‘conservative’ FOX sNEWS was pondering 
the future of American Idol judge Simon Cowell… 

Obama Gets Massive New Law To Force All Americans Into Cities 
(whatdoesitmean.com, 3/29/09) 

In what a new Kremlin report is calling one of the most ‘astounding’ capitulations 
in World history, President Obama and the United States Congress, while using 
the current Global economic crisis as ‘cover’, have given over control of nearly 
their entire country to the United Nations by passing in near secrecy the most 
massive law in United States history this past fortnight called the “Omnibus 
Public Land Management Act of 2009”.  

This stunning information has also been confirmed by Western propaganda news 
sources, and as we can read from this March 25th report by the Environmental 
News Service: 



“Congress today approved a massive public lands bill that protects two million 
acres of wilderness in nine states and a thousand miles of rivers, a 50 percent 
increase in the wild and scenic river system. It establishes new national trails, 
national parks and a new national monument and provides legal status for the 
National Landscape Conservation System, which will protect some of the 
country's most spectacular landscapes 

The package of 164 separate bills bundled together, known as the Omnibus 
Public Lands Management Act of 2009 (H.R.146), has been stalled several times 
on its way to approval, most recently on March 11, when the measure fell two 
votes short of the two-thirds majority in the House required at that time.  

Today, only a simple majority was required and the House passed the bill by a 
vote of 285 to 140. The bill was approved by the Senate last week and now goes to 
President Barack Obama for his signature into law. President Obama is expected 
to sign the measure.” 

The radical US environmental group known as The Wilderness Society, who have 
long advocated that all Americans be forced out of their rural homes and into vast 
urban zones, further states about this chilling new law: 

“This is a tremendous day for wilderness and for all who cherish our public 
lands. Congress just passed the Omnibus Public Lands Management Act, the 
largest addition to the National Wilderness Preservation System in over a decade 
and one of the biggest public land conservation measures ever.” 

What a shocker this one gets LOST on the sNEWS just like well the UN-dead’s Law of 
the Sea Treaty that will grant the UN-dead control of the oceans and any waterbodies 
draining into them (ummm just about every river, stream and waterbody INSIDE “The 
Late Great USA)… 

 



IV. The Rockefeller elites already have us… 
 
To be fair to the gang banker Rockefeller family there are and have been others who have 
been involved in the internal takeover of “The Late Great USA” besides them.  One 
would be JP Morgan and his son JP junior who established their financial empires from 
around the middle of the nineteenth century to the beginning of the twentieth.  They 
along with the first and second generation Rockefeller gang bankers essentially owned a 
large part of the United States economy.  And these two families along with Rothschild 
interests represented by Paul Warburg from Europe established gang banker central, the 
“Federal” “Reserve” system.  But just in case you haven’t had the chance to read Section 
2 of “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” where this “conspiracy theorist” dissected the rants 
of real establishment historian Carroll Quigley let’s grab a few quotes from his 1000 plus 
page discussion of what’s really going, “Tragedy and  Hope: A History of the World in 
Our Time”.  And just in case you think Carroll Quigley is just another “conspiracy nut” 
here’s the back cover of his book with a face you might be familiar with: 

 
Speaking of (Cecil) Rhodes Scholar 
Billy boy, here’s his Oxford 
roommate and ‘advisor’ Strobe 
Talbott discussing One World 
Government “conspiracy” in gang 
banker mouthpiece Time Magazine: 
 
“America Abroad” (Time 
Magazine, 7/20/92) 
 
Here is one optimist’s reason for 
believing unity will prevail over 
disunity, integration over 
disintegration.  In fact, I’ll bet that 
within the next hundred 
years…nationhood as we know it 
will be obsolete; all states will 
recognize a single, global 
authority…A phrase briefly 
fashionable in the  mid-20th century – 
“citizen of the world” will have 
assumed real meaning by the end of 
the 21st. 
 
All countries are basically social 
arrangements… 

 
Hmm. Take that all you “homegrown terrorists” out there.  The country you’ve been 
living in and the Constitution you’ve been living under that millions have given their 
lives and health for the last two centuries is a “social arrangement”.  By the way didn’t 



Barak Obama call himself “a citizen of the world” to the European “imbecile majority” 
just last summer?  It seems Strobe Talbott’s only mistake was that he gave “The Late 
Great USA” too much time.  But let’s get a few select quotes from “conspiracy theorist” 
Carroll Quigley, mentor of David Rockefeller’s stooge and Bilderberg member William 
Jefferson Clinton, before we jump right in to some of today’s headlines: 
 

From 1894 to about 1915 the members of this group worked valiantly to extend 
the British Empire and to organize it in a federal system.  They were constantly 
harping on the lessons to be learned from the failure of the American 
Revolution…Stead was able to get Rhodes to accept, in principle, a solution 
which might have made Washington the capital of the whole organization or 
allow parts of the empire to become states of the American Union (1) 

 
North American Union? Nah that’s just more “conspiracy theory”.  European Union? 
Come on that’ll never hap…p….en…oops.   Oh yeah, that name Rhodes is the same 
Rhodes Scholarship Billy boy (and countless others) have become brainwashed under 
umm studied under at elite central, Oxford University: 
 

…by the middle 1890s Rhodes had a personal income of at least a million pounds 
stirling a year (then about five million dollars) which was spent so freely for his 
mysterious purposes…his desire to federate the English speaking peoples and 
bring all the habitable portions of the world under their control…leaving part of 
his great fortune to fund the Rhodes Scholarship at Oxford in order to spread the 
English ruling class tradition throughout the English speaking world…(2) 

 
Now the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), quoted multiple times in this very article 
alone, has supplied multiple ‘advisors’ to the so-called ‘leader of the free world’ for 
almost a century.  But it is all “conspiracy theory” according to Republican boot licker 
and Busshite shill Rush Limbaugh... 
 

This front organization, called the Royal Institute of International Affairs, had its 
nucleus in each area of the existing submerged Round Table Group…in New 
York it was known as the Council on Foreign Relations, and it was a front for J.P.  
Morgan and Company in association with the very small American Round Table 
Group. The American organizers were dominated by the large number of Morgan 
‘experts’…(3)  

 
Now speaking of the Busshites, the two of them belonged to Skull and Bones, discussed 
thoroughly in Section 2 of “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” (and the bottom of the new 
age page where it ties directly in with the environmental movement).  A well known 
“conspiracy theorist” Anthony Sutton in his book “America’s Secret Establishment: An 
Introduction to the Order of Skull and Bones” discusses how this TREASONOUS 
organization essentially runs “The Late Great USA”: control ‘both’ sides of the political 
spectrum.  As a real life example, the same ‘conservative’ and ‘liberal’ so-called 
“experts” are paid to disagree and debate on venues like say FOX sNEWS but never 
really get anywhere.  Essentially both serve The State and the more things “change”, no 



pun intended, the more they stay the same.  Mr. Sutton calls this the Hegelian philosophy 
where ‘both’ sides of the issue ultimately serve the State… 
 

It is increasingly clear that, in the twentieth century, the expert will replace..the 
democratic voter in control of the political system.  Hopefully, the elements of 
choice and freedom may survive for the ordinary individual in that he may be free 
to make a choice between two opposing political groups (even if these groups 
have little policy choice within the parameters of policy established by the 
experts) and he may have the choice to switch his economic support for one large 
unit to another.  But, in general, his freedom and choice will be controlled by the 
fact he will be numbered from birth and followed, as a number, through his 
educational training, his required military or other public service, his health and 
medical requirements, his tax contributions, and his final retirement and death 
benefits (4) 

 
And just in case “conspiracy theorist” Carroll Quigley didn’t spell it out clearly enough… 
 

As part of this lack of vision, the new wealth and its petty-bourgeois supporters 
ignored the well established principle that a national candidate must have a 
national appeal and that is best obtained best by a candidate in the center. 
 
As a result, the National parties and their presidential candidates, with the Eastern 
Establishment assiduously fostering the process behind the scenes, moved closer 
together and nearly met in the center with almost identical candidates and 
platforms although the process was concealed, as much as possible, by the revival 
of obsolescent or meaningless war cries and slogans (often going back to the Civil 
War). 
 
The chief problem of American political life for a long time has been how to 
make the two Congressional parties more national and international.  The 
argument that the two parties should represent opposed ideals and policies, one 
perhaps, of the Right and the other of the Left, is a foolish idea acceptable only to 
doctrinaire and academic thinkers. Instead, the two parties should be almost 
identical, so that the American people can ‘throw the rascals out’ at any election 
without leading to any profound or extensive shifts in policty…Then it should be 
possible to replace it, every four years if necessary, by the other party, which will 
be none of these things but will still pursue, with new vigor, approximately the 
same basic policies. (5) 
 

Huh. Take that all you “petty bourgeoisie” in the “imbecile majority” living under your 
“social contract” known as the Constitution.  So what’s the end game? It gets even 
“better”.  In “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” I documented how both Communism and 
the Nazis were the fueled by the Wall Street gang bankers like JP Morgan and the 
Rockefeller family in their bid for One World Government… 
  



There does exist, and has existed for a generation, an international Anglophile 
network which operates, to some extent, in the way …the right believes the 
Communists act.  In fact, this network, which we may identify as the Round Table 
Groups, has no aversion to cooperating with the Communists, or any other 
groups, and frequently does so…  

Money for the widely ramified activities of this organization came 
originally from the associates and followers of Cecil Rhodes, chiefly the Rhodes 
Trust itself, and from wealthy associates such as…from the Astor family.  Since 
1925 there have been substantial contributions from wealthy individuals and from 
foundations and firms associated with the international banking fraternity, 
especially the Carnegie United Kingdom Trust, and other organizations associated 
with JP Morgan, the Rockefeller and Whitney families, and the associates of 
Lazard Brothers and of Morgan, Grenfell and Company. (6)  

 
(Author’s note: Skull and Bones and this whole fake left/right paradigm go much deeper 
than even “conspiracy theorist” Anthony Sutton realizes.  They tie directly to the 
environmental movement and my candidate for Satan himself, one RC Christian.  See 
links on the bottom of the new age page.  Do you see how hard it is getting to separate 
this stuff?). 
 
Ho-hum just more “conspiracy theory”.  We’ve previously discussed Republican boot 
licker Rush Limbaugh and the rest of the fake FOX sNEWS ‘conservatives’ but what say 
the left wing wackos?  Here’s an excellent summary by the “conspiracy theorists” at 
infowars.com to illustrate the ‘other’ side of the fake left/right paradigm… 
 

Controlled Oppostion Embarrass Banker Minion Summers (infowars.com, 
4/9/09) 
 
As former Clintonite, CFR member, and Bilderberger Larry Summers was 
addressing the Economic Club in Washington D.C. on Thursday, two Code Pink 
demonstrators mounted the stage and unfurled a banner demanding Larry and the 
banksters give back the criminally acquired giveaway money. “Larry Summers is 
part of the problem,” screamed one of the activists. “He is a mess.” It took a 
minute or two for security to drag away the Code Pinkers. “Resign Larry, the 
people are asking you to give Obama a fair shot,” they demanded. 
 
Give Obama a fair shot? Code Pink may not be aware of it, but the Obama 
administration is packed like a sardine can with CFR members, former hacks 
from the Federal Reserve, and assorted bankster minions. If Obama gets rid of 
Larry Summers — and rest assured he will not — he would merely replace him 
with another CFR member or Bilderberger. Code Pink seems to be oblivious to 
the fact Obama is a front man for the global elite. Obama is a marionette reading 
from a prepared script projected on teleprompter screens.  
 
Code Pink does not want to get rid of Obama and his international banker puppet 
masters because they are seriously brainwashed into thinking he can do the right 



thing if only given a “fair shot.” Code Pink is at the forefront of the fake 
opposition spawned by the globalists and their foundations.  
 
Last year Jodie Evans, co-founder of Code Pink, passed the hat among her liberal 
friends to raise campaign money for Obama, who since packed his administration 
with globalist one-worlders. Ms. Evans is part of an elaborately orchestrated false 
opposition.  

 
Code Pink is on the payroll of Winston Foundation, an organization linked to the 
National Endowment for Democracy, a documented CIA front, and connected as 
well to the Rockefeller Family Fund, the Carnegie Corporation, the Heinz Family 
Foundation, and the Soros Foundations. In 2003, Code Pink shared office space 
with the Institute for Policy Studies, an organization taking money from the 
Turner, Ford, MacArthur and Charles Stewart Mott foundations. The Ford 
Foundation is notorious for funding liberal organizations. It is connected to the 
Council on Foreign Relations, the Trilateral Commission, and the CIA (see 
Alternative Media Censorship: Sponsored by CIA’s Ford Foundation?).  
 
Code Pink is apparently clueless about the fact that the money they demand 
Summers and his bankster cronies return is worthless paper based on absolutely 
nothing but thin air. It is bank ledger trickery. Instead of demanding a return of 
worthless fiat money, they should be calling for the Federal Reserve to be closed 
down and the criminals on Wall Street be rounded up, arrested, and tried for 
economic crimes against humanity.  
 

Notice the name Bilderberg.  This group of ‘conservative’ and ‘liberal’ internationalists 
from “The Late Great USA” to Europe to Russia to Israel founded by gang banker David 
Rockefeller was discussed thoroughly in “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” and on the 
Mystery, Babylon, USA page (see related links page) but let’s get yet another review by 
the “conspiracy theorists” at honestmoneyreport.com (keep in mind Chatham House is 
the home of the aforementioned British CFR equivalent groups): 
 
 Bilderbergs (honestmoneyreport.com, 1/27/08) 

The origin for European and American unification as a super-state can be traced 
back to a speech given in 1946 by one Joseph Retinger, at Chatham House, the 
meeting place of the European Round Table Group examined in earlier papers of 
this series. 

During the war, Retinger was the secretary general of the Independent League for 
European Cooperation (ILEC). As such, he had contact with many world leaders 
who eventually became leading forces of the Bilderberg Group: the global power-
brokers if you will. His following statement sums up the global and elite racist 
views that were the seed germ of one world government. 

Not long after his address, Retinger was invited by Averell Harriman, US 
ambassador to the United States, to drum up American support for global 
governance. It didn’t take much time or effort for Retinger to affect acceptance for 



an international corporate state to promote a capitalist system of elite collectivist 
control over world finance for self-profit. 

“I found in America a unanimous approval for our ideas among financiers, 
businessmen and politicians. Mr. Leffingwell, senior partner in J. P. Morgan's 
[bank], Nelson and David Rockefeller, Alfred Sloan [chair of General Motors], 
Charles Hook, President of the American Rolling Mills Company, Sir William 
Wiseman, [British SIS and] partner in Kuhn Loeb [New York investment bank], 
George Franklin and especially my old friend Adolf Berle Jr. [CFR], were all in 
favor, and Berle agreed to lead the American section [of ILEC]. John Foster 
Dulles also agreed to help.” [4] 

The aftermath of the war left many Nations weak and worn from the desolation of 
war: both in human terms of death and the resulting social disruption of society, as 
well as financial costs that placed additional strain on the social fabric already 
weakened and torn by the specter of death that surrounded all those who had 
survived to carry on the task of rebuilding that which was destroyed: the life works 
of their loved ones. 

As connected as Retinger was, however, he could not form the group on his own 
without help. He turned to one of his most wealthy and powerful friends: Prince 
Bernhard of the Netherlands. Prince Bernhard was a major player in Royal Dutch 
Petroleum (Shell Oil), as well as Société Générale de Belgique: a supranational 
global corporation.  

Former SS Nazi Prince Bernhard was co-founder of the Bilderberg Group with banksta 
parasite David Rockefeller.  But let’s take a quick look at two of the names mentioned in 
this article.  John Foster Dulles was nothing more than a Rockefeller shill and intricate 
with the international banksta takeover of the “Late Great USA”: a founder of the CFR, 
and the Communist Party USA (and eco wacko) associated National Council of 
Churches, a trustee on both the Rockefeller Brothers Fund and Carnegie Endowment for 
International Peace and a member of the San Francisco Conference that laid the 
groundwork for the anti-American scumbags and other dictator thugs at the Rockefeller 
founded UN-dead.   In Section 2b. of “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” I documented the 
life and (well planned) execution of the last “President” to stand up to the gang bankers, 
JFK.  Let’s take a look at a couple members of the Warren Commission that investigated 
JFK’s execution.  Not surprisingly we find several more Rockefeller shills, Allen Dulles 
and John J. McCloy.  John J. McCloy was a low level gang banker, President of both the 
Rockefeller owned Chase Manhattan Bank and UN-dead (and therefore Rockefeller 
associated) World Bank who somehow had the expertise to figure out ballistics. Allen 
Dulles was brother to John Dulles and a former director of the CIA who fought the great 
Senator Joe McCarthy’s efforts to out “the conspiracy” taking over “The Late Great 
USA” by convincing CFR shill and President Dwight Eisenhower to disallow the great 
Senator’s efforts to get subpoenas of various CIA members.  Of course the Warren 
Commission itself was a white wash sham for the “imbecile majority” and let the ‘leader 
of the free world’ know who really runs the show (see Section 2b. of “The THEorY of 
LIVEvolution”). 



Let’s get right to today’s headlines that tell us that the great Joe McCarthy might have 
been the last real shot “The Late Great USA” had at regaining its Constitutional ways.  
As is well known Henry Kissinger is an unelected member of the Federal Government 
and fellow Bilderberg (and shill) member of David Rockefeller. This one is directly from 
the “conspiracy theorists” at the CFR itself: 

Remarks by National Security Adviser Jones at 45th Munich Conference on 
Security Policy (cfr.org, 2/8/09)    

“Thank you for that wonderful tribute to Henry Kissinger yesterday.  
Congratulations. As the most recent National Security Advisor of the United 
States, I take my daily orders from Dr. Kissinger, filtered down through General 
Brent Skowcraft and Sandy Berger, who is also here.  We have a chain of 
command in the National Security Council that exists today. 

Here’s another one from the “conspiracy theorists” at Bloomberg News discussing the 
plans of the unelected, unaccountable Secretary of State and lap dog of David Rockefeller 
or Henry Kissinger for short: 

Kissinger Leads ‘Wise Men’ to Russia as Obama Seeks Better Ties 
(Bloomberg.com, 3/18/09) 

Henry Kissinger and James Baker, two former U.S. secretaries of State, will fly to 
Moscow for talks with Russian officials after President Barack Obama pledged to 
“reset” relations with Russia. 

By the way, wasn’t Kissinger ‘advisor’ to Republican sell out John McCain while fellow 
Rockefeller boot licker Zbigniew Brzezinski was ‘advising’ America sell out Barak 
Obama?  Talk about “The Order” and its fake left/right paradigm (that we just briefly 
discussed) 

Ho hum just more “conspiracy theory”. 
 Brzezinski’s unconvincing antiwar posturing (onlinejournal.com, 4/2/09) 
 

Neoliberal elite Zbigniew Brzezinski, one of the leading architects of the “war on 
terrorism” across the Middle East and the Eurasian subcontinent…has adopted a 
politically expedient wolf-in sheep’s clothing role. 

 
That’s the same “war on terror” by Skull and Bones Bush II that to this day sees 
thousands of Mexicans including OTMs waltz across the border. 
 
Hmmm. Let’s see here.  Recently Bilderberg gang banker and Rockefeller stooge and oh 
yeah Secretary of the Treasury Timothy Geithner said the US was ‘open’ to a one world 
currency why Bilderberg gang banker and Rockefeller stooge and oh yeah President 
Obama said no way: 
 
  



Geithner ‘open’ to China proposal (politico.com, 3/25/09) 
 

Geithner, at the Council on Foreign Relations, said the US is ‘open’ to a headline 
grabbing proposal by the governor of China’s central bank, which was widely 
reported as being a call for a new global currency to replace the dollar, but which 
Geithner described as more modest and “evolutionary”. 

  
President Obama flatly rejected the notion of new global currency at last night’s 
press conference. 

 
The solution to the banksta engineered ‘economic crisis’? Well if you work for the 
mainstream banksta shills in our ‘free’ press at places like Reuters give them even more 
power with the banksta founded International Monetary Fund… 
 
 “Truman doctrine” could boost IMF firepower (blog.reuters.com, 3/17/09) 
 

The day before he returned to the U.S. Treasury for six weeks to help the 
understaffed Obama administration, Edwin Truman published a proposal to give 
the International Monetary Fund more firepower to fight the financial crisis. 

 
Truman’s idea – a one off $250 billion allocation of Special Drawing Rights 
(SDRs) to IMF member states – looks like the quickest way to put a safety net 
under developing countries… 

 
“Safety net” from these guys???  Besides the fact Uncle Sam would eat through $250 
billion in less than a month, how the hell, no pun intended, would indebting the world’s 
poor to the banksta criminal elite be helpful to anyone but well the criminal banksta elite?  
Hint: it wouldn’t. 
 
Here are a few more headlines from the “conspiracy theorists” at worldnetdaily.com who 
seem to be one of only a few who have a real handle on what’s going on… 
 

Fed begins move that could sink dollar: Economists warn government 
subsidizing purchase of its debt (3/25/09) 

 
Again, the “Federal” “Reserve” system is so stupid it cannot logically be considered an 
accident.  Who are you going to believe, this “conspiracy theorist” or the “experts” on 
CircusNBC from Harvard excuse me HAAARverd.  Hint: can you say ‘hyperinflation’? 
 
This name should sound familiar even to right winger Rush Limbaugh… 
 
 Treasonous agenda of the Council on Foreign Relations (6/17/05) 
 
Here’s another group founded by David Rockefeller along with puppy dog Brzezinski 
and no big deal to Limbaugh… 
  



 Treasonous agenda of the Trilateral Commission (6/24/05) 
 
The effective internal take over of “The Late Great USA” by David Rockefeller’s 
minions and associated stooges?  Ho hum just more “conspiracy theory”… 
 

Obama’s G20 plan kisses off Declaration of Independence: New 
International Board to intervene in decisions about US companies (4/8/09) 

 
Finally, the only person capable of running the country the way it was intended and 
“conspiracy theorist” former presidential candidate Alan Keyes confirms the fake 
left/right paradigm discussed openly by establishment historian and “conspiracy theorist” 
Carroll Quigley. 
 

Two-party system: No choice but evil. Exclusive: Alan Keyes on why 
Christians ought to act on wisdom of God, not fear (8/11/08) 

 
(Author’s note: See Section 2 of “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” for a much more in 
depth discussion of what you’ve just read in addition to other factors not even discussed 
although implied here including control of the press, the fake science of the eco wackos 
and the evolutionists and the Communist scum bags at the ACLU with their “separation 
of church and state” scam) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



VI. The other 3 Horsemen… 
 
Not to sound too down but we’ve only essentially discussed One of the Four Horsemen 
of the Apocalypse, global economic collapse and One World Government.  There’s more 
including disease, famine, natural disasters and war.  Let’s run through some current 
events quickly… 
 
In the end times God, the real One, predicts the entire world will turn on Israel.  And 
what do you know the Rockefeller founded and Communist Party USA Associated World 
Council of Churches shows up on the scene... 
 
 World Council of Churches slams Israel (JPost.com, 5/22/06) 
 

Israel bears the burden of responsibility for the present crisis in the Middle East, 
the World Council of Churches has announced… 
 
The Christian Left’s leading ecumenical organization stated Israel’s actions 
towards the Palestinians “cannot be justified morally, legally or even politically”. 

 
First of all what the hell, pun intended, is meant by “Christian left”?  Look as far as 
Biblical Christianity is concerned it’s all or nothing proposition.  Jesus Christ, the real 
One, Himself said “he that is not with me is against me.”  The so-called “Christian left”  
makes about as much sense as say a “Christian” running for President yet finds it okay 
that a live offspring of a botched abortion be allowed to die.  Ummm…bad example since 
this one actually happened.  Well it’s like “stop is go”, “up is down”, etc.  Anyway, God, 
the real One, promised He would bless those that blessed Israel and punish those that 
punish Israel.  And Israel, by no means perfect, is merely defending itself.  I’m sure all 
those that lambaste Israel would demand no retaliation if Canada were lobbing rockets 
into Buffalo and Detroit neighborhoods and hospitals and sending suicide bombers into 
Times Square.   And to call this whole thing a “Jewish conspiracy” is blatantly idiotic 
since the American proponents of “the conspiracy” are self professed “Christians” 
Rockefeller and Morgan families.   
 
Famine is another upcoming problem you’re not being told about.  The last several years 
has seen the US and world honeybee population die inexplicably.  There’s much more to 
this than just the loss of the honey for your tea… 
 

Scientists Begin to Whisper The Unthinkable: Complete Annihilation 
(whatdoesitmean.com, 4/11/09)   
To the greatest danger, though, of this latest catastrophe to befall our World is its 
occurring at the exact same time as the near wholesale extinction of honey bees 
due to what is being called Colony Collapse Disorder (CCD) and that is currently 
sweeping the Globe with Japan being the latest Nation to report being hit by this 
mysterious disease.  



Not being understood by the Western peoples about these mass extinctions is that 
they are hitting our Earths major pollinator and insect eating species, and which 
without their being a part of our environment, would radically alter our entire 
World’s ecosystem leading to cataclysmic loss of life on a scale unprecedented in 
human history. 

Most shocking, however, of these latest events, is how long they have been 
occurring, and their true causes, without the Western governments either 
informing their citizens of the dangers they are facing, or even worse, taking those 
actions needed to avert the deaths of billions of human beings.  

And of course there will be an ultimate end-times battle between God’s, the real One’s, 
Angels led by Michael against Satan’s or Lucifer’s angels.  Essentially, Lucifer’s angels 
are the “THEY” in “The THEorY of LIVEvolution”.  This discussion is picked up in 
multiple links on the Mystery, Babylon USA page but for now things are heating up and 
our current approach IS NOT the right one (hint: check out To Arms, To Arms atop the 
home page): 

US Warplanes Repel ‘Mysterious’ Attack On Washington DC 
(whatdoesitmean.com, 3/30/09) 

A most curious report from Russian Space Forces (VKS) circulating in the 
Kremlin today states that over 75 United States Air Force Warplanes engaged in a 
battle off the Eastern Coast of the US to repel 5 ‘unidentified’ aircraft said 
streaking towards their capital city of Washington D.C. at Mach 1 speeds and 
which saw the loss of 2 US Fighter Jets of as yet ‘unknown’ type.    

Russia’s Space Command constantly monitors US Air Force activities over North 
America from which this report derives from, but which has been further 
confirmed by reports emanating from the United States today, and as we can read: 

“People from Maryland to Hampton Roads heard loud explosions an saw 
brilliant, streaking lights in the sky Sunday night. There was no immediate 
explanation, the National Weather Service office in Wakefield said. The Virginia 
Beach 911 center had numerous calls waiting just before 10 p.m., a supervisor 
said. The Weather Service said reports were made from Dorchester County, Md., 
to the Virginia/North Carolina border. People said they saw a streak in the sky 
and heard an explosion.” 

These reports state that this is second battle the US Air Force has engaged in this 
past week with the previous attack occurring along their Western Coastal Regions 
which resulted in the destruction of the American’s most feared F-22 Raptor 
stealth fighter jet, but which the US reported as having ‘crashed’, and an 
‘incursion’ over the skies of North Carolina which witnesses, likewise, reported 
as being a loud and mysterious boom. 

A similar fleet of these mysterious aircraft were also reported to have over flown 
the Australian capital city of Sydney which resulted in a massive power outage 
lasting for nearly 3 hours.   



There’s much more where this came from.  The SCIENTIFIC justification for 
UFOs/Biblical demons or fallen angels is thoroughly covered in The Kosmos link on the 
Mystery, Babylon, USA page.  Suffice it to say you can’t shoot at something that can 
move faster than light (and time) that isn’t even biologically ‘alive’ to begin with. 

The most important thing is to take God, the real One, up on His simple salvation plan 
atop the home page and get on the right side of this ‘war’. 

Or listen to all the “experts” who laughed at those who warned the US would one day be 
bankrupt or would laugh even harder at the idea that the ‘fallen’ angels’ (nefilim) are 
alive and that THEY do indeed LIVE.   

In the end, know that the Creator will have the solutions to not just the economic collapse 
but famines, wars, and natural disasters and THEM as well. 

 Or keep relying on the “experts”. 
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